

Question 1
How much have you of dedicated
 machines?
About 30.



Question 2
Do you regard yourselves as a collector ? 
Not a serious collector but I do have some nice examples of a variety of
machines.



Question 3
Is there a topic with your collection? 
Mainly wooden chess computers or chess computers of particular interest in
terms of their place in computer chess history or playing program/style. 



Question 4
Do you have other true passions?  
I am not sure if this qualifies as a fully different passion but playing and
writing chess software has been a strong interest of mine since the late
1970s when I was a child. 


Question 5
When did this passion begin, why? 
I began playing chess when I was seven or eight years old. I immediately
fell in love with the game and played often in tournaments and at school.
Later when I was 14/15 years old I began studying Computer Science at school
and it was not long before I started to combine both these interests. 
At about this time in 1979 my Dad brought me a Chess Challenger 10 (A) and
while I enjoyed the novelty of playing it, I was much stronger than it and
wondered why it was so weak.
It was not long before I started to write my first chess program UCT to play
rook endgames and soon after my first full chess program HIARCS which I
submitted as my O level computer science project at school.
In terms of collecting I next had a Voice Chess Challenger, then a Mephisto
II and III. At this stage I became disillusioned with the continued weakness
of these machines and lost interested for a few years while I was at
University.
Later I returned to chess and computers and clearly they have had a large
influence on my life ever since.


Question 6
Did you planesd an objective?
It really developed in an adhoc way and I was initially more interested in
finding decent computer opposition. It is only in later years that I have
been able to expand my collection to better appreciate the aesthetics of the
chess computers.  


Question7
In is your machines, which or which your are preferred, why?
I really like my near mint Mephisto ESB 6000 board, although the chess is
very weak the board is lovely and I like the Mephisto III program approach.
I also have a nice Tasc R30 which I do enjoy playing against as it plays a
challenging game and the natural feel of playing with full piece recognition
is very nice.
I must also say I enjoy playing HIARCS in a Revelation module and dedicate
board.


Question 8
Apart from are your own machines, which your preferred, why?
I do not have many Fidelity machines and I would like a nice wooden
Fidelity, for example an Elite A/S.



Question 9
Do you have preferred programmers, why?
On dedicated machines I like the style of play of Johan de Konig programs -
Tasc R30.
I also enjoy many of the other programmer's programs too as they all
produced very different original styles of play so having dedicated chess
computers from a variety of chess programs is definitely worthwhile. I have
good machines with Richard Lang, Ed Schroder, Dan & Kathe Spracklens, Julio
Kaplan, David Kittinger and Frans Morsch programs etc.


Question 10
Play with your machines, often, never. ?
Not as often as I would like. When I do play I will play a number of games
against different machines for fun usually playing very risky chess.


Question 11
Play with human apart from the machines or programs, so yes under which
conditions?
Yes I play games for my local club first team.



Question 12
Which is yours chess level ? (if classification elo, of course give it to
us)
When I was a teenager I reached about 2000 Elo, I am still around that level
but despite working on chess software for many years I have not been able to
progress my own level of play.



Question 13
If you are player, which type of opening you prefer with the white side 
Offbeat variations which normally have quite aggressive intentions. I often
develop king attacks and prefer wild tactical games to quiet slow games and
endgames.



Question 14
If you are player, do you consider that the machines make you progress?
Probably not, but that might be more to do with how busy I am working and
how tired I normally am when I play chess myself. 

I think when I was young playing the computers actually hurt my chess
development because they were much weaker and did not play in a human like
playing style. Today of course things are different and they would probably
help assuming enough practice.



Question 15
Do you have chess players which you appreciate particularly ?
Mikhail Tal, Alexander Alekhine for the exciting chess they played.
Victor Korchnoi for his dynamic style.



Question 16
Play with programs on PC, so yes which?
HIARCS - of course!
I have lots of chess engines but I genuinely like the active playing style
of HIARCS especially in king hunts.



Question 17
Would you say that this passion holds an important place in your life?
Yes it is important to me but it does take up too much space so I cannot
have all the machine I would like to out on display and ready to play.
Instead I have just a few examples out which I like to play against.



Question 18
How your entourage (community) appreciates your passion? 
I have made some good friends through chess computers including of course
Eric Hallsworth who I first met in 1991/92 when I visited Countrywide
computers to show them my new chess product for PC - HIARCS 1.0. We played
two games against a strong Richard Lang dedicated computer and HIARCS won
2-0 much to the surprise of Eric Hallsworth at the time. At the time HIARCS
was already the world amateur champion and was running on a 386 so it was
not such a surprise to me. :-)


Question 19
You have some particular memorys on an acquisition of a machine: gift,
stroke of luck, effort of price or difficult search etc ?
Nothing that springs to mind I can share.


 

Question 20
How do you manage to find news machines ?
I look on Ebay occasionally.



  



